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Information Technology
Geospatial data servers that support
Web-based geospatial client applications
such as Google Earth and NASA World
Wind must listen to data requests, access
appropriate stored data, and compile a
data response to the requesting client ap-
plication. This process occurs repeatedly
to support multiple client requests and
application instances. Newer Web-based
geospatial clients also provide user-inter-
active functionality that is dependent on
fast and efficient server responses. With
massively large datasets, server-client in-
teraction can become severely impeded
because the server must determine the
best way to assemble data to meet the
client applications request. In client ap-
plications such as Google Earth, the user
interactively wanders through the data
using visually guided panning and zoom-
ing actions. With these actions, the client
application is continually issuing data re-
quests to the server without knowledge of
the server’s data structure or extrac-
tion/assembly paradigm.  
A method for efficiently controlling
the networked access of a Web-based
Dynamic Server-Based KML Code Generator Method for 
Level-of-Detail Traversal of Geospatial Data
Innovation uses a C- or PHP-code-like grammar that provides a high degree of 
processing flexibility.
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Distributed Engine Control Empirical/Analytical Verification Tools
Key factors such as control system performance, reliability, weight, and bandwidth utilization
can be systematically assessed. 
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NASA’s vision for an intelligent en-
gine will be realized with the develop-
ment of a truly distributed control sys-
tem featuring highly reliable, modular,
and dependable components capable
of both surviving the harsh engine op-
erating environment and decentralized
functionality. A set of control system
verification tools was developed and
applied to a C-MAPSS40K engine
model, and metrics were established to
assess the stability and performance of
these control systems on the same plat-
form. A software tool was developed
that allows designers to assemble easily
a distributed control system in software
and immediately assess the overall im-
pacts of the system on the target (simu-
lated) platform, allowing control sys-
tem designers to converge rapidly on
acceptable architectures with consider-
ation to all required hardware ele-
ments. The software developed in this
program will be installed on a distrib-
uted hardware-in-the-loop (DHIL) sim-
ulation tool to assist NASA and the Dis-
tributed Engine Control Working
Group (DECWG) in integrating DCS
(distributed engine control systems)
components onto existing and next-
generation engines.
The distributed engine control simu-
lator blockset for MATLAB/Simulink
and hardware simulator provides the ca-
pability to simulate “virtual” subcompo-
nents, as well as swap actual subcompo-
nents for hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
analysis. Subcomponents can be the
communication network, smart sensor
or actuator nodes, or a centralized con-
trol system. The distributed engine con-
trol blockset for MATLAB/Simulink is a
software development tool. The software
includes an engine simulation, a com-
munication network simulation, control
algorithms, and analysis algorithms set
up in a modular environment for rapid
simulation of different network architec-
tures; the hardware consists of an em-
bedded device running parts of the C-
MAPSS engine simulator and controlled
through Simulink.
The distributed engine control simu-
lation, evaluation, and analysis technol-
ogy provides unique capabilities to
study the effects of a given change to
the control system in the context of the
distributed paradigm. The simulation
tool can support treatment of all com-
ponents within the control system, both
“virtual” and real; these include com-
munication data network, smart sensor
and actuator nodes, centralized control
system (FADEC — full authority digital
engine control), and the aircraft en-
gine itself. The DECsim tool can allow
simulation-based prototyping of con-
trol laws, control architectures, and de-
centralization strategies before hard-
ware is integrated into the system. With
the configuration specified, the simula-
tor allows a variety of key factors to be
systematically assessed. Such factors in-
clude control system performance, reli-
ability, weight, and bandwidth utiliza-
tion. The ability to provide a
configurable, high-fidelity distributed
engine control simulation, control sys-
tem anal ysis, and HIL evaluation is a
unique capability of the technology.
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